
Thank for trusting me with your online brand. I look forward to working more with 

you on ways we can optimize your business together. Here is your FREE online Business Audit, it is 

essential if you are looking to build a stronger brand, so you are off to a great start. But first we must 

find your weaknesses and develop a strategy to build them into a stronger more solid brand online.  

Business Name –  

Google search results-                                                                                                                                                                               

 

Manage your business Google Search Results by posting Frequently Asked Questions in Questions and 

Answers. That will show potential clients that you are engaged and here to help.  

Encourage past, present and future clients to leave honest reviews about their experience. Do not be 

afraid of negative feedback, if a potential client sees too many positive reviews, they may not believe it's 

true. It's all about balance.  

Verified on Google?- 

Get Verified and Own your business TODAY. 

 

 

Website -Have your website designer review your website Speed these scores and see if they can 

improve your scores. If you need further assistance, I can help improve your scores as well.  

Notes: 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                                           

Facebook Business Page – Your Introduction is what a potential client looks for 

when seeking services in your industry. Let’s get your community more involved by having them RATE 

your Facebook page. An incentive like a raffle or something showing you giving back to the community 

could boost positive reviews and ratings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             

  

 

 

 

 

Notes: 



                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                               

Reviews and Review management: 

  

 

 

Engage with your community and remove any spam reviews or anything not representing your business 

in a positive way. 

Highest score -                Lowest score -                 Most Recent -                             

Response: None 

Social Media Platforms Reviews 

 Google Ranking and SEO =  

 

 

 

 

I also offer digital marketing services starting at $5 which include but not limited to digital flyers, short 

intro videos to capture your brand and give your potential clients a more interactive user experience.  

I build custom WordPress websites, where I have full control and can create the user experience you 

desire. 

We can build a stronger brand together  

If there are any other ways, I can help you please feel free to reach out via email, text or phone.                                                                                                                                          

Thanks, 

Majir Mahone 

Building Stronger Brands - The Official Brand Optimizer 

 

https://officialbrandoptimizer.com/


 


